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INTRODUCTION

Executive Summary

• As mentioned during the previous conference calis, the aim of the document is to analyse the mark
to-market and the projected cash-flows sensitivities across different interest rate scenarios and
interest rate curves of the derivative portfolio (the “Portfolio”) of Metropolitano de Lisboa

— The first section wiII focus on the Portfolio sensitivities

— The second one wiII analyse 5 transactions (the “Selected Trades”) that are more relevant in the
current valuation of the Porifolio

• With this analysis we aim to provide you with a good understanding of the main risk exposure in the
Porifolio and concentrate on the positions that stand out from a risk exposure point of view

• The outcome will highlight an overail “short” position with respect to the outright levei of interest rates
and a potentially significant negative convexity

• We feel that the overali Portfolio risk is material and hope that this analysis could be used in order to
facilitate a discussion about a risk reducing process

4
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INTRODUCTION

Portfolio Description1

• The Portfolio is composed of 72 over-the-counter positions characterised by different maturities,
notional, leverage and a variety of risk factors including multicurrency interest rates (EUR, USD,
GBP and JPY) and EUR Infiation

• For clarification purposes we have grouped the transactions into 6 different categories:
— Vanilia: vanilia fixlfloat swaps and unleveraged caps/floors

— Steepener: Iinked to outright Constant Maturity Swaps (“CMS”) or CMS Steepeners
— Leveraged Steepener: as above but with an explicit leverage on the payoff
— Path Dependent: trades with a “memory” feature with coupons Iinked to the previous ones
— Implied Volatility: trades with a payoff Iinked to the implied interest rate volatility
— Index Linked: trades Iinked to a proprietary algorithmic strategy

• As mentioned during our various communications, it was not possible to model the trades in the Iast
category given the proprietary nature of the algorithmic strategy. These trades represent a significant
proportion of the porifolio ([22.3)1% of current notional)

Notes

1. As of 15 September 2010
5
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INTRODUCTION

Portfolio Description1

The table below summarises the number of trades per category and the indicative performanceattribution to the negative mark-to-market of the Portfolio

Portfolio Performance Allocation
Category Percentage of Losses Number of Trades

Vanifla [111% 24
Steepener [111% 9
Lev Steepener [51% 4
Path Dependent [621% 18
Implied Volatility [111% 3
Index Linked [NAJ% 14

• Additionally, some transactions include rating or government-ownership mandatory break clauses.Indicatively the mark-to-market of these positions corresponds to [35.7]% of the mark-to-market ofthe Portfolio. These features add additional Iiquidity risks as Metropolitano de Lisboa could be forcedto unwind the trades at market

Notes

Indicative as of 15 Septernber 2010
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We have split the sensitivities
of the Porifolio across different
swap curves (EUR, USD, GBP
and JPY). The chart shows the
estimated changes of the mark
to-market of the Portfolio for
different parallel shift scenarios:
— A seu off in EUR, USD and

GBP swap market rates will
improve the current negative
mark-to-market whereas a
further market rally (or a
prolonged low rate scenario)
will hamper the value of the
Portfolio

— The JPY sensitivity is
significantly lower and
opposite with respect to the 3
other analysed market rates

The Portfolio is furthermore
characterised by a negative
convexity due to the amount of
optionality sold

PORTFOLIO SCENARIO ANALYSS

Mark-to-Market Sensitivilies1

Portfolio Mark-to-Market Variation under Parailel Shifts

Source Morgan Staney
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PORTFOLIO SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Cash-FIow Projections1

Portfolio Discounted Cash-FIow Projections under Jnterest Rate Scenarios
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• We have then analysed the
Portfolio in 4 different interest
rate scenarios:

— Base Scenario (current EUR,
USD,GBP and JPY interest
rate environment2)

— Rally Scenario (equal to Base
Scenario minus [50]bps2)

— Seil-Off Scenario (equal to
Base Scenario pius [50]bps)

— Japanese Scenario (ali curves
to mirror the current JPY swap
rates)

• Foreachofthesewe have
caiculated the discounted
expected annuai net cash-flow
(please refer to the box in the
bottom right comer)

In reviewing this information, please refer to
the important quslifications set forth in the
lmportant Information Pages

The averages across scenanos are:
- Base Scenario: [-40.3]MM
- Rally Scenario: [-48.2]MM
- Sell-Off Scenario: [-33.5]MM
- Japanese Scenario: [-702]MM
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Please refer lo Appendix A for dotails on lhe underiying curves usoS 9
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PORTFOLIO SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Metropolitano de Lisboa concl usions’

• The Sell-Off Scenario (pius [50]bps parailei shift) implies an annual discounted expected net negativecash-flow equal to EUR [33.5]MM. Even an extraordinary +[175]bps instantaneous sell-off across alicurves would improve the annual expected net negative cash-fiow only to minus [26.5]MM

• The Portfolio is furthermore characterised by a significant negative convexity: across ali analysedscenarios for a given rally in the interest market and an equivalent sell-off, the change in the marktomarket wiil be greater in the negative scenario

• The considered worst-case scenario (Japanese Scenario), exhibits a total expected discountednegative net annual cash-flow of EUR [70.7JMM

• The current state of the Portfolio, including the potentiai for further downside, suggests it may beprudent to consider a strategic de-risking

In reviewing this information, please refer to
the important qualifications set forth in the
Important Information Pages

Mornan Stan[ev Notes
J 1 As of 15 Septeniber 2010. Please note sensitivities are dynan,ic and subieci lo msrknt rhr,n
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SELECTED TRADES SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Introd uction1

• We have then repeated the sarne analysis on a selection of 5 different transactions (the “Selected
Trades”):

Selected Trades1
C’party Current Notional Description Indicative mid MtM

Path Dependent (“PD”) on
EUR -[1 90]MMSantancier EUR 25MM

Euribor 2% Floors / 6% Caps

PD on USD Libor 1.50%Santander EUR 92MM EUR -[56]MMFloors and 8% Caps

PD on USD Libor 1.50%Santander EUR 100MM EUR -[153]MMFloors and 8% Caps

PD on 1 Oy EUR and lOy GBP
EUR -[1 0]MMBarclays EUR 1 5MM

Difíerential

PD on lOy GBP and 3m JPYJ.P. Morgan EUR I7OMM EUR-[70]MMLibor Differential

• We have considered these positions due to (1) the very Ieveraged nature caused by the path
dependency feature and (ii) the fact that the bulk of the risk lies in these 5 transactions

• For each of these we Iooked at:

— (i) the sensitivities across swap curves

— (ii) the expected annual cash-flows

Notes

12As of 15 September 2010. Please note sensitivities are dynamic and subject lo market changes
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SELECTED TRADES SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Mark-to-Market Analysis1

Parailel Shifts of EUR Curve
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• The charts show the change in
mark-to-market of (1) the
Portfolio (btue une) and () the
Selected Trades (red une)
under different interest rate
scenarios (paraliel shifts) and
across the 4 main interest rate
curves (EUR, USD, GBP and
JPY)

• The Selected Trades represent
a relevant proportion of the
tota’ risk of the Portfolio

— Without these trades the
Portfolio sensitivity to USD,
GBP, and JPY curves would
be significantly reduced
(green tines)
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1 As of 15 September 2010. Please note sensitivilies are dvnarnic and sijhi-t tn rrkf
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SELECTED TRADES SCENARIO ANALYSJS

Conclusion1

• In the Base Scenario the sum of the annual expected net cash-flow of the Selected Trades is equal to
EUR [-36.7]MM (Le. [52]% of the Portfolio). In the worst case the sum is equal to [72.8IMM (i.e. [59]%
of the Portfolio)

• The risk of the Portíolio is very concentrated on these 5 trades. It is very important that these are
constantly monitored due to the high sensitivity to interest rate dynamics aggravated by the path
dependency feature

Notes

1 4As ofSeptember, 15.2010
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• The chart shows the average of
the discounted net cash-flows of
the transaction with maturity in
June 2022 (blue bars — Base
Scenario)

• We have then calculated the
indicative oufflows in 3 additional
interest rate scenarios (Rally,
Sell-Off and Japanese — Please
refer to the Appendix A for detalls
of the relevant swap curves)

• The average of the annual
discounted net cash-flows are:
— Base Scenario: [-14.6]MM
— Rally Scenario: [-20.1]MM
— Sell-OffScenario: [-10.9JMM
— Japanese Scenario: [-35.3]MM

SELECTED TRADES SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Example: Tradel Projected Coupons1
Santander — June 2022 — Euribor Linked Transaction

1 1
Expected Discounted Cash-Flows across Different Maturities
EUR Millions
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Base Scenario
Source Morgan Stanley
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Notes
1. As of 15 September 2010. Please note sensitivities are dyrlamic and sub iect to market chanoes 15
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Strategic De-Risking Plan Outline
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STRATEGIC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

Executive Summary

• We group the existing Portfolio in three categories according to characteristics such as leverage,negative mark-to-market im pact, etc.:
— the first contains the most levered/structured transactions with significant negative mark-to-marketimpact;

— the second contains less levered/structured transactions, but still carnes significant market risk;
— the third contains positions which are low/non-levered

• We suggest a preliminary de-risking strategy for each one of the categories above, trying tominimise the associated transaction costs as welI as the impact that unwinding some of the tradesmay have in a market of limited liquidity and depth. Please note that transactions in Category 3 aregenerally straightforward interest rate hedges (in most cases) and as such Metro may decide tokeep in place rather than unwind

• An oversight of the whole unwind process, which Morgan Stanley can provide, is essential in orderto minimise the Credit and Funding costs that the various counterparties will incur and thereforecharge

Metro and the State of Portugal may also want to appoint IGCP as an independent third party towork together with Morgan Stanley during the pricing and unwind process given the Agency’sextensive derivatives expertise

• We note thatthe 14 Index linked transactions currently in the Portfolio wilI have to be unwounddirectly with the original counterparties as they are based on proprietary models which are notpublicly available

17
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STRATEGIC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

Portfolio Description — Cont’d1

The table below summarises the number of trades per category and the indicative performanceattribution to the negative mark-to-market of the Portfolio (excluding the Index Iinked transactions)

Portfolio Performance Allocation
Category Indicative Percentage of Losses Number of Trades

HighIy Levered/Structured [77]% 39
Less Levered/Structured [121% 9
Low/Non Levered [11 ]% 24

• Additionally, some transactions include rating or government-ownership mandatory break clauses.Indicatively the mark-to-market of these positions corresponds to [35.7]% of the mark-to-market ofthe Portfolio. These features add additional Iiquidity risks as Metro could be forced to unwind thetrades at market if any of these clauses are breached

Notes
1. ndicative as of 15 September 2010



• lt will be relevant to have a good
understanding of the market
implications of unwinding trades
in this Category

• As an exampie, the indicative
notional amount of fioors
required to unwind the first trade
in page 12 is equivalent to EUR
[3]bn, while our rough estimate
of the weekly average market
liquidity for such fioors (based in
part on discussions with other
brokers) is only EUR [1}bn

• Conducting large transactions in
relatively illiquid markets can be
expected to have a larger
impact on pricing. The lack of
market depth means that
unwinding transactions in this
Category couid move the
market, resulting in higher cost
for the unwinds

• For that reason, unwinds shouid
be made in stages over a period
of several weeks

STRATEGIC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

Category 1: HighIy Levered/Structured Transactions

• The transactions included in this category make up a very significant proportion of the overali risk ofthe Portfolio

• The general characteristics are high leverage, high structural complexity, high notional exposureaggravated by the path-dependency (memory) feature and high negative valuation

• They are significant in size compared to the current liquidity and depth availabie in the market andtherefore quite sensitive to even smali market moves

• The outiine of the de-risking process for these transactions wiil look as follows:
1. Morgan Stanley will indicate where the specific transactions can be unwound
2. Metro will subsequentiy come back with target unwind leveis
3. Morgan Stanley wiii, subject to market conditions, take indications of interest to execute theunwind of each of these transactions at the provided target leveis
4. Whenever market conditions permit Morgan Stanley will execute ‘overlay’ swaps for ali or part ofthe notional of the transactions, i.e. swaps whereby Morgan Stanley pay Metro the structured

coupon of the transaction being unwound and receive a fixed or Euribor plus [Spread] couponuntil the Termination Date of the underiying trade

• The process described effectively unwinds the transaction, i.e. removes the structured coupon thatMetro is currently paying under the original transaction, but in a discreet and controlled way asrequired by the highly Ievered/structured nature of these trades

1!
Metropolitano de Lisboa
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• Metro shouid consider prioritising these transactions in the context of the overail de-risking effortsince they represent the bulk of the total risk of the Portfolio

lo
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STRATEGC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

Category 2: Less Levered/Structured Transactions

• The transactions included in this category are still levered and structured in nature, but do notpossess the high exposures and potential for negative mark-to-market of the previous category

• They are not ‘market moving’ transactions, which effectively means that there are more options withrespect to their unwind

• They could be potentially unwound directly with the original counterparty or through overlay swapsas explained in the previous category

• Morgan Stanley can help in either executing overlay swaps or provide Metro with additional marketquotations

• Some of these transactions have valuations which are dose to zero, making them good candidatesfor immediate unwinds

• Similar transactions with potentially offsetting risks may exist in this category of trades, which couldmake the unwind process more efficient

9n
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STRATEGIC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

Category 3: Low/Non-Levered Transactions

• The transactions contained in this category are ones that can be unwound in the open market eventhrough a competitive process, BUT are not key to de-risking/de-Ieveraging the Portfolio

• These are positions that can be characterised as ‘hedges’ since they are either fixed-to-floatingswaps or simple interest rate caps and floors

• They may even be excluded from the unwinding process as most reduce the interest rate risk of theunderlying fixed rate liabilities

• A few transactions have positive valuations and may be unwound to offset the losses in some of thepositions in the previous two categories

91
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STRATEGIC DE-RISKING PLAN OUTLINE

The Next Steps

• Metro and the State need to jointly agree the need for a de-risking/unwind plan for the Portfolio

• Morgan Stanley can work with Metro in ali stages from designing to executing this plan. MorganStanley has already done substantial anaiysis on the Portfolio and possesses a wealth of experienceof similar situations

• IGCP can be included in the process given their derivatives expertise and as a technical advisor tothe State

• We anticipate that a final pian can be put in piace within the space of a month after the joint decisionbetween Metro and the State. Transactions can subsequently begin to be unwound according to theaction plan outlined in the previous pages under the appropriate market conditions

• The following slide summarises the timeline for each of the 3 Categories

22
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STRATEGIC DE-RISKI NG PLAN OUTLINE

Overview of the Strategic De-Risking Plan

MS takes indications MS executesMetro Ali of CategorylMS indicates of interest to unwind overiay swapscomes back tradesunwind leveis according to on partiailfuli size
unwoundwith target leveis

market conditions as market permits

MS or MS executes overlay
Metro original counterparty (OC) swaps on partial/fuil size Ali of Category2MS indicates

comes back takes indications of interest as market permits tradesunwind leveis
with target leveis to unwind according to OC executes unwound

market conditions fuil/partial unwinds

Metro decides Metro unwinds
which (if any) trades (if any)

trades to unwind in the open market

1 month +
Expected conclusion within 6-9 monthsfew weeks

timeline

1 month

MorganStan[ey
23
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Mark-to-Market Analysis1
Indicative Sensitivities after Implementation of the De-risking Plan

• The charts show the change in
mark-to-market of (i) the
Portfolio (blue tine) and (ii)
Category 1 and Category 2
trades (green tine) under
different interest rate scenarios
(paraltel shifts) and across the
4 main interest rate curves
(EUR, USD, GBP and JPY)

• The red tine shows the change
in mark-to-market of the
remaining Portfolio after ati the
Category 1 and Category 2
trades have been unwound.

• Moves in the GBP and JPY
curves do not impact the
valuations of Category 3 trades
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Parailel Shifts of GBP Curve
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SCENARIO YIELD CURVES AND ASSUMPTIONS

Interest Rates Curve Scenarios1

2.0

1.0

0.0

• The charts show the interest
rates curves used to compute
the mark-to-market variations
and projected coupons of the
Portfolio and the Selected
Trades

— The Base Scenarios are
shown in bue and represents
the curves as of the 1 5th
September 2010

— The JPY Base Scenario is
assumed to be the Japanese
Scenarios for EUR, USD and
GBP

—--
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SCENARIO YIELD CURVES AND ASSUMPTIONS

Historical Perspective1

Historical and Forward Libor Rates
%
6.0

Metropolitano de Lisboa

• The chart shows the historical
behaviour of the 3-Months
Euribor, 3-Months USD Libor
and the 3-Months JPY Libor

• Yen money market rates have
been steadily below 1% for
more than a decade

• Euribor and USD Libor
forwards, on the other hand,
are currently implying a quick
recovery with rates reaching
2% in 3 years
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In reviewing this information, please refer to
the important qualifications set forth in the
Important Information Pages
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o
SCENARIO YIELD CURVES AND ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Page
Clarifications Reated to Confirmations

Summary of Assumptions
C’party Maturity Date Notional (EUR MM) Description Cathegory Assumptions
Credit Suisse 22-Jui-24 100 Constant Mat Impiied Voiatiiity Cap Spread

Cap Spread Removed
Credit Suisse 22-Jui-24 100 Fiippabie Steepener Fiip option

Steepener canceis ali CFs
Deutsche Bank 1 8-Aug-1 6 22.5 Range Accruai Vanilia Not yet fiipped

Fiippabie

Deutsche Bank 18-Aug-16 22.5 Range Accruai Vanilia Not yet flipped
Fiippabie

Barciays 15-Jun-22 15 GBP1Oy-EUR1Oy Path Dependent Timing mismatch
Path Dependent on fixings

J.P. Morgan 15-Jun-22 40 2sIlOs Path Path Dependent Mistake in the PD
Dependent feature

UBS 15-Sep-21 91 Impiied Straddie Implied Voiatiiity Not unwound yet
Voiatiiity

UBS 22-Jui-24 100 2s/lOs CMS Steepener Not unwound yet
Steepener
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Metropolitano de Lisboa 1 m portant 1 nformation
Not investment advice

Morgan Stanley is not providing investment advice to you. The material described in this presentation should not be considered as investment advice or arecommendation to enter into any particular transaction. Neither Morgan Stanley nor its affiiiates make any representation or warranties as to the likelihood that anyparticular hypothetical strategy wili achieve the stated goal. Any stated pricingírisk leveis are mereiy indicative and subject to change.Not accounting, tax or legal advice
Morgan Staniey does not render accounting, tax or legal advice. Please refer to your professional advisors for guidance on these matters. This presentation wasnot intended or written to be used, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer under U.S.federal tax laws. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.Not an offer

This presentation has been prepared for information purposes only and is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or seu any security, com modity or instrument orrelated derivative (hereinafter “instrument”) or to participate in any trading strategy. Any such offer would be made only after a prospective participant hadcompleted its own independent investigation of the instrument or trading strategy and received ali information it required to make its own investment decision,including, where applicable, a review of any prospectus, prospectus supplement, offering circular or memarandum describing such instrument or trading strategy.That information would supersede this material and contam infarmation not contained herein and to which prospective participants are referred.Information

The material described in this presentation has not been audited or independently verified by anyone, including Morgan Stanley. Unless otherwise indicated, theseviews (if any) are the author’s and may differ from those of the Morgan Stanley fixed income or equity research department or others in the firm. Scenario anaiysescontained in this presentation are for illustration purposes anly. No representation is made that any results/returns indicated would be achieved or that aliassumptions in achieving these returns have been considered or stated. Ali informatian in these materiais with respect to any third party entity not affiliated withMorgan Stanley has been provided by, and is the sole responsibility of, such third party and has not been independently verified by Morgan Stanley or its affiliatesor any other independent third party. We have no obligation to teu you when information herein is stale or may change. We make no express or impliedrepresentation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness of this material, nor are we obligated to provide updated information on the instrumentsmentioned herein. Further, we disclaim any and ali liability relating to this material.
Assumptions

The value of and income from investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities,prices of instruments, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options arother rights in instruments (ar related derivatives) transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide ta future performance. Estimates of futureperformance are based an assumptions that may not be realized. Actual events may differ from those assumed and changes to any assumptions may have amaterial impact on any prajectians ar estimates. Other events not taken into account may occur and may significantly affect the projections ar estimates. Certainassumptions may have been made for modeling purpases anly ta simplify the presentation and/ar calculation of any prajections ar estimates, and Margan Stanleydoes not represent that any such assumptions wili reflect actual future events ar that ali assumptions have been cansidered ar stated. Accordingly, there can be naassurance that estimated returns or prajectians will be realized ar that actual returns ar performance results will not materially differ fram thase estimated herein.
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Conflicts

Client categorisation

o
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Important Information

This material may have been prepareci by or in conjunction with Morgan Stanley trading desks that may deal as principal in or own or act as market maker orliquidity provider for the instruments or issuers mentioned herein and may also seek to advise issuers of or counterparties to such instruments. Morgan Stanleymay also perform or seek to perform investment banking services for the issuers of or counterparties to instruments mentioned herein. Please note that MorganStanley is a fulI service securities firm engaged in securities trading and brokerage activities, as well as providing investment banking and financial advisoryservices.

This communication is directed in the UK to those persons who are eligible counterparties or professional clients and must not be acted on or relied upon by retailclients (each as defined in the UK Financial Services Authority’s rules).
Confidential

This information is confidential and is solely for internal use. This material may not be redistributed without the prior written consent of Morgan Stanley. Thetrademarks and service marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Morgan Stanley andeach recipient hereof agree that they (and their employees, representatives, and other agents) may disclose to any and alI persons, without limitation of any kindfrom the commencement of discussions, the U.S. federal and state income tax treatment and tax structure of any transaction and alI materiaIs of any kind (includingopinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to it relating to the tax treatment and tax structure. For this purpose, “tax structure” is limited to facts relevant tothe U.S. federal and state income tax treatment of the transaction and does not include information relating to the identity of the parties, their affiliates, agents oradvisors.

Not research

This communication is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department and should not be regarded as a research report.
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